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"ABS" is used to apply a brake to reduce the yarn speed immediately before the weft, which has been

 released with an electronic drum and inserted inside the warp by the main nozzle, reaches the right end,

 and then reduce the spring back (Tw shock) after it arrives in order to correct weft looseness, etc. A 2-

 step motion function is then employed to pull back the end of the yarn at the tip of the main nozzle and

 stabilize running.

The ABS unit position and operation timing and so on differs depending on the weft type, and therefore

 the appropriate settings and attachment position, etc. must be specified.
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1. Servo motor

2. ABS fork

3. Fork holder

4. Stopper

5. Yarn guide

The ABS is attached to the tandem nozzle port as

shown in the diagram on the left.

5.5B.1 Description of Each ABS Part

[1]　Name of Each ABS Part

　　

[2]　ABS Attachment Position (for Multi-Tandem)
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a.　Position when performing origin return

b.　Position when performing weft insertion,

 threading position (0)

c.　Brake start position, pull-back release

 complete position 
(weft contact and release position) (4)

d.　Brake complete position (3-stage

 adjustment possible) (6, 7, 8)

e.　Pull-back complete position (3-stage

 adjustment possible) (11, 13, 15)

　

REFERENCE:

・The values in parentheses ( ) are the values

 entered for the fork position setting and used

 when performing an operation check.

・Only the fork positions in this drawing can

 be checked on the scale.

[3]　ABS Operation

[3.1]　Fork Operation Position
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Use the following procedure to thread the weft

onto the ABS.

(1) Use inching to position the main nozzle at a

 crank angle of 180°C.

(2) Release the EDP pin.

The ABS fork will also move to the threading

 possible position at the same time.

(3) Pass the weft through the balloon cover, ABS

 yarn guide (3 locations), and main nozzle in

 this order.

(4) Perform preliminary winding of the EDP.

(5) The weft is automatically cut at 0°C with

 forward inching.

When doing so, the ABS fork moves to the

 pull-back ON position at the same time.

(6) With reverse inching, the fork returns to the

 back position, and the weft inside the reed is

 automatically released. Operation is now

 possible.

5.5B.2 Preparing for Operation

[1]　ABS Operation Check

　

　　

Threading possible condition
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ABS related settings can be specified at [Map] -

[ABS] - [Setting].

■　ABS

　

[None]: The ABS does not move in its free

 state. (Error detection is not

 performed either.)

[Not Used]: The ABS waits at the release

 position without moving.

[Use]: The ABS moves based on the brake

 and pull-back settings.

　

NOTE: If running the machine without using

 the ABS for several days or more,

 remove it and set to [None].

This is to prevent bearing damage

 occurring due to machine vibrations.

・ Release

Releases the brake at the set angle (fork

 disengages from weft).

Set -5°C to -15°C from the pin open angle as a

 guide.

・ Brake

Turns the brake from ON (fork makes contact

 with weft) to OFF (fork disengages from weft)

 at the set angle.

Set the OFF angle to 0 for materials like

 denim which require braking power in order

 to increase the braking time.

・ Location

Used to enter the position at which the brake

 turns ON. The default value is 7.

・ Torque

Sets the torque when the brake is ON. The

 default value is medium, and should be set to

 low when using weak yarn, and to high when

 using thick yarn.

・ Pull Back

Starts the pull-back operation at the set angle.

Set to 20°C to 350°C as a guide.

・ Location

Used to enter the position at which pull- back

 is performed.

The default value is 11.

[2]　Ready position for yarn drawing-in
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・ Torque

Sets the torque when pull-back is ON. The

 default value is medium, and should be set to

 low when using weak yarn, and to high when

 using thick yarn.

・ Standby pos. (when stopping)

Sets whether to wait at the brake ON

 position or brake OFF position when stopping.

The standard setting is the "Brake OFF"

 position, which is the position at which there

 is no impediment to threading operation.

If the pull-back is significant, such as with

 glass, set to the "Brake ON" position to

 ensure that the tip yarn from the main nozzle

 does not go inside the reed.

・ Brake ON ref. signal

ABS brake control follows yarn speed, and

 therefore the reference signal is set.

"N-1" sets the winding count -1 signal as the

 reference, and this is the standard setting.

If ABS control does not stabilize from N-1

 when using double-width cloth or when

 rotating at high speed, select the "N-2" setting.

・ Brake angle Tw follow

If not using APC or AFC, or ATC Tw stability

 control, and Tw fluctuations from cheese full

 to cheese empty are significant (20°C or more

 as a guide), set to "ON". The brake ON angle

 is changed automatically based on the yarn

 speed, and therefore automatic control differs

 from that for the set timing.

If not equipped with a cheese tail sensor,

 there will be times when it is not possible to

 respond to changes when performing cheese

 switching, and therefore this is set to "OFF"

 as standard.

・ Brake time yarn speed follow

The brake ON time is automatically changed

 based on the yarn speed.

If the yarn speed is fast, the brake ON time is

 automatically controlled to shorten the brake

 ON time, and if slow, the brake ON time is

 lengthened. This is effective for yarn tension

 stabilization and Tw stabilization.

The standard setting is ON, however, if using

 double-width cloth or special yarn, cloth

 quality will be affected if the brake ON time

 does not stabilize, and therefore "OFF"

 should be set.
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Problem Error message Check point Remedy

Setting not

 possible

Machine

 does not

 run

Main control:

 communication failure

 (ABS1)

Main control:

 communication timeout

 (ABS1)

- No error cause (ABS1: ****)

 displayed -

・Check the wiring across ABS board CN2 to main

 control I/O 1 board CN16, 20.

・Replace the ABS board and main control I/O 1 board.

- Error cause (ABS1: ****)

 displayed -

ABS1: communication error (F*)

・Turn ON the power when ABS board S1-3, 4 are ON,

 and return the data to the default values. *

・Replace the ABS board and main control I/O 1 board.

Main control:

 communication failure

 (ABS2)

Main control:

 communication timeout

 (ABS2)

- No error cause (ABS2: ****)

 displayd -

・Check the wiring across ABS board CN2 to main

 control I/O 1 board CN16, 20.

・Replace the ABS board and main control I/O 1 board.

- Error cause (ABS2: ****)

 displayd -

ABS2: communication error (F*)

・Turn ON the power when ABS board S1-3, 4 are ON,

 and return the data to the default values. *

・Replace the ABS board and main control I/O 1 board.

Machine

 does not

 run

Main control: origin

 return failure (ABS1)

— ・Perform origin return by manual operation.

If ABS1 moves when

 performing origin return

・Check for fork looseness, and the wiring across ABS

 board CN2 to main control I/O 1 board CN16, 20.

If ABS1 does not move when

 performing origin return

・Also check the wiring across ABS board CN3, 6 to the

 ABS1 motor.

Common ・Replace the ABS1 motor, ABS board, and main control

 I/O 1 board.

Main control: origin

 return failure (ABS2)

— ・Perform origin return by manual operation.

If ABS2 moves when

 performing origin return

・Check for fork looseness, and the wiring across ABS

 board CN2 to main control I/O 1 board CN16, 20.

If ABS2 does not move when

 performing origin return

・Also check the wiring across ABS board CN4, 7 to the

 ABS2 motor.

Common ・Replace the ABS2 motor, ABS board, and main control

 I/O 1 board.

Error stop Main control: operation

 error while machine

 running (ABS1)

If ABS1 functions during

 operation

・Check the wiring across ABS board CN2 to main

 control I/O 1 board CN16, 20.

If ABS1 does not function while

 machine running

・Also check the wiring across ABS board CN3, 6 to the

 ABS1 motor.

Common ・Replace the ABS1 motor, ABS board, and main control

 I/O 1 board.

Main control: operation

 error while machine

 running (ABS2)

If ABS2 functions while

 machine running

・Check the wiring across ABS board CN2 to main

 control I/O 1 board CN16, 20.

If ABS2 does not function while

 machine running

・Also check the wiring across ABS board CN4, 7 to the

 ABS2 motor.

Common ・Replace the ABS2 motor, ABS board, and main control

 I/O 1 board.

5.5B.3 Troubleshooting
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Problem Error message Check point Remedy

Machine

 does not

 run Error

 stop

Main control: alarm

 occurrence (ABS1)

If ABS board LED1 is OFF ・Check the wiring across the LH box to DCPS14 to ABS

 board CN5.

・Replace DCPS14 and the ABS board.

If ABS board LED1 is green or

 flashing

・Check the wiring across ABS board CN2 to main

 control I/O 1 board CN16, 20.

・Replace the ABS board and main control I/O 1 board.

If ABS board LED1 is orange or

 flashing red

・Check the wiring across ABS board CN3, 6 to the ABS1

 motor, and set ABS1 to [None] if required.

- No alarm cause (ABS1: ****)

 displayed -

・Check the wiring across ABS board CN2 to main

 control I/O 1 board CN16, 20.

・Replace the ABS board and main control I/O 1 board.

- Alarm cause (ABS1: ****)

 displayed -

ABS1: encoder error

・Check the fork, and change the operating conditions

 (pattern, brake position, brake speed, etc.)

・Replace the ABS1 motor and ABS board.

ABS1: overload ・Check the fork, and change the operating conditions

 (pattern, brake position, brake speed, etc.)

・Replace the ABS1 motor and ABS board.

ABS1: origin return error ・Check for fork looseness.

・Replace the ABS1 motor and ABS board.

ABS1: write error

ABS1: read error

・Turn ON the power when ABS board S1-3, 4 are ON,

 and return the data to the default values. *

・Replace the ABS board.

Main control: alarm

 occurrence (ABS2)

If ABS board LED2 is OFF ・Check the wiring across the LH box to DCPS14 to ABS

 board CN5.

・Replace DCPS14 and the ABS board.

If ABS board LED2 is green or

 flashing

・Check the wiring across ABS board CN2 to main

 control I/O 1 board CN16, 20.

・Replace the ABS board and main control I/O 1 board.

If ABS board LED2 is orange or

 flashing red

・Check the wiring across ABS board CN4, 7 to the ABS2

 motor, and set ABS2 to [None] if required.

- No alarm cause (ABS2: ****)

 displayed -

・Check the wiring across ABS board CN2 to main

 control I/O 1 board CN16, 20.

・Replace the ABS board and main control I/O 1 board.

- Alarm cause (ABS2: ****)

 displayed -

ABS2: encoder error

・Check the fork, and change the operating conditions

 (pattern, brake position, brake speed, etc.)

・Replace the ABS2 motor and ABS board.

ABS2: overload ・Check the fork, and change the operating conditions

 (pattern, brake position, brake speed, etc.)

・Replace the ABS2 motor and ABS board.

ABS2: origin return error ・Check for fork looseness.

・Replace the ABS2 motor and ABS board.

ABS2: write error

ABS2: read error

・Turn ON the power when ABS board S1-3, 4 are ON,

 and return the data to the default values. *

・Replace the ABS board.
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(1) Turn OFF the power, and then turn ON

 again with S1-3, 4 ON.

(2) Return to the original setting (S1- 4 only ON)

 after 5 seconds or more have elapsed since

 turning the power ON.

*: ABS board DIP switch (S1) setting method
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